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PART 552—SOLICITATION PROVISIONS AND CONTRACT CLAUSES
“Remanufactured” means factory rebuilt to original
specifications.
“Renewable energy” means energy produced by solar,
wind, geothermal, and biomass power.
“Renewable energy technology” means—
(1) Technologies that use renewable energy to provide
light, heat, cooling, or mechanical or electrical energy for use
in facilities or other activities; or
(2) The use of integrated whole-building designs that
rely upon renewable energy resources, including passive solar
design.
(c) (1) The offeror must identify products that—
(i) Are compliant with the recovered and post-consumer material content levels recommended in the Recovered
Materials Advisory Notices (RMANs) for EPA-designated
products in the CPG program (http://www.epa.gov/cpg/);
(ii) Contain recovered materials that either do not
meet the recommended levels in the RMANs or are not
EPA-designated products in the CPG program (see
FAR 23.401 and http://www.epa.gov/cpg/);
(iii) Are energy-efficient, as defined by either
ENERGY STAR® and/or FEMP’s designated top
25th percentile levels (see ENERGY STAR® at
http://www.energystar.gov/ and FEMP at
http://www.eere.energy.gov/femp/procurement/);
(iv) Are water-efficient;
(v) Use renewable energy technology;
(vi) Are remanufactured; and
(vii) Have other environmental attributes.
(2) These identifications must be made in each of the
offeror’s following mediums:
(i) The offer itself.
(ii) Printed commercial catalogs, brochures, and
pricelists.
(iii) Online product website.
(iv) Electronic data submission for GSA Advantage!
submitted via GSA’s Schedules Input Program (SIP) software
or the Electronic Data Inter-change (EDI). Offerors can use
the SIP or EDI methods to indicate environmental and other
attributes for each product that are translated into respective
icons in GSA Advantage!.
(d) An offeror, in identifying an item with an environmental attribute, must possess evidence or rely on a reasonable
basis to substantiate the claim (see 16 CFR part 260, Guides
for the Use of Environmental Marketing Claims). The Government will accept an offeror’s claim of an item’s environmental attribute on the basis of—
(1) Participation in a Federal agency sponsored program (e.g., the EPA and DOE ENERGY STAR® product
labeling program);
(2) Verification by an independent organization that
specializes in certifying such claims; or
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(3) Possession of competent and reliable evidence. For
any test, analysis, research, study, or other evidence to be
“competent and reliable,” it must have been conducted and
evaluated in an objective manner by persons qualified to do
so, using procedures generally accepted in the profession to
yield accurate and reliable results.
(End of clause)
552.238-73 Cancellation.
As prescribed in 538.273(a)(4), insert the following
clause:
CANCELLATION (SEP 1999)
Either party may cancel this contract in whole or in part by
providing written notice. The cancellation will take effect
30 calendar days after the other party receives the notice of
cancellation. If the Contractor elects to cancel this contract,
the Government will not reimburse the minimum guarantee.
(End of clause)
552.238-74 Industrial Funding Fee and Sales Reporting.
As prescribed in 538.273(b)(1), insert the following
clause:
INDUSTRIAL FUNDING FEE AND SALES REPORTING
(MAY 2014)
(a) Reporting of Federal Supply Schedule Sales. The Contractor shall report all contract sales under this contract as follows:
(1) The Contractor shall accurately report the dollar
value, in U.S. dollars and rounded to the nearest whole dollar,
of all sales under this contract by calendar quarter (January 1–
March 31, April 1–June 30, July 1–September 30, and
October 1–December 31). The dollar value of a sale is the
price paid by the Schedule user for products and services on
a Schedule task or delivery order. The reported contract sales
value shall include the Industrial Funding Fee (IFF). The
Contractor shall maintain a consistent accounting method of
sales reporting, based on the Contractor’s established commercial accounting practice. The acceptable points at which
sales may be reported include—
(i) Receipt of order;
(ii) Shipment or delivery, as applicable;
(iii) Issuance of an invoice; or
(iv) Payment.
(2) Contract sales shall be reported to Federal Acquisition Services (FAS) within 30 calendar days following the
completion of each reporting quarter. The Contractor shall
continue to furnish quarterly reports, including “zero” sales,
through physical completion of the last outstanding task order
or delivery order of the contract.
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(3) Reportable sales under the contract are those resulting from sales of contract items to authorized users unless the
purchase was conducted pursuant to a separate contracting
authority such as a Governmentwide Acquisition Contract
(GWAC); a separately awarded FAR Part 12, FAR Part 13,
FAR Part 14, or FAR Part 15 procurement; or a
non-FAR contract. Sales made to state and local governments
under Cooperative Purchasing authority shall be counted as
reportable sales for IFF purposes.
(4) The Contractor shall electronically report the quarterly dollar value of sales, including “zero” sales, by utilizing
the automated reporting system at an Internet website designated by the General Services Administration (GSA)’s Federal Acquisition Service (FAS). Prior to using this automated
system, the Contractor shall complete contract registration
with the FAS Vendor Support Center (VSC). The website
address, as well as registration instructions and reporting procedures, will be provided at the time of award. The Contractor
shall report sales separately for each National Stock Number
(NSN), Special Item Number (SIN), or sub-item.
(5) The Contractor shall convert the total value of sales
made in foreign currency to U.S. dollars using the “Treasury
Reporting Rates of Exchange” issued by the U.S. Department
of Treasury, Financial Management Service. The Contractor
shall use the issue of the Treasury report in effect on the last
day of the calendar quarter. The report is available from
Financial Management Service, International Funds Branch,
Telephone: (202) 874–7994,
Internet: http://www.fms.treas.gov/intn.html.
(b) The Contractor shall remit the IFF at the rate set by
GSA’s FAS.
(1) The Contractor shall remit the IFF to FAS in U.S.
dollars within 30 calendar days after the end of the reporting
quarter; final payment shall be remitted within 30 days after
physical completion of the last outstanding task order or
delivery order of the contract.
(2) The IFF represents a percentage of the total quarterly sales reported. This percentage is set at the discretion of
GSA’s FAS. GSA’s FAS has the unilateral right to change
the percentage at any time, but not more than once per year.
FAS will provide reasonable notice prior to the effective date
of the change. The IFF reimburses FAS for the costs of operating the Federal Supply Schedules Program. FAS recoups its
operating costs from ordering activities as set forth in 40
U.S.C. 321: Acquisition Services Fund. Net operating revenues generated by the IFF are also applied to fund initiatives
benefitting other authorized FAS programs, in accordance
with 40 U.S.C. 321. Offerors must include the IFF in their
prices. The fee is included in the award price(s) and reflected
in the total amount charged to ordering activities. FAS will
post notice of the current IFF at https://72a.gsa.gov/ or successor website as appropriate.
(c) Within 60 days of award, an FAS representative will
provide the Contractor with specific written procedural
instructions on remitting the IFF. FAS reserves the unilateral
right to change such instructions from time to time, following
notification to the Contractor.
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(d) Failure to remit the full amount of the IFF within
30 calendar days after the end of the applicable reporting
period constitutes a contract debt to the United States Government under the terms of FAR Subpart 32.6. The Government
may exercise all rights under the Debt Collection Improvement Act of 1996, including withholding or setting off payments and interest on the debt (see FAR clause 52.232-17,
Interest). Should the Contractor fail to submit the required
sales reports, falsify them, or fail to timely pay the IFF, this is
sufficient cause for the Government to terminate the contract
for cause.
(End of clause)
552.238-75 Price Reductions.
As prescribed in 538.273(b)(2), insert the following
clause:
PRICE REDUCTIONS (MAY 2004)
(a) Before award of a contract, the Contracting Officer and
the Offeror will agree upon (1) the customer (or category of
customers) which will be the basis of award, and (2) the Government’s price or discount relationship to the identified customer (or category of customers). This relationship shall be
maintained throughout the contract period. Any change in the
Contractor’s commercial pricing or discount arrangement
applicable to the identified customer (or category of customers) which disturbs this relationship shall constitute a price
reduction.
(b) During the contract period, the Contractor shall report
to the Contracting Officer all price reductions to the customer
(or category of customers) that was the basis of award. The
Contractor’s report shall include an explanation of the conditions under which the reductions were made.
(c) (1) A price reduction shall apply to purchases under
this contract if, after the date negotiations conclude, the Contractor—
(i) Revises the commercial catalog, pricelist, schedule or other document upon which contract award was predicated to reduce prices;
(ii) Grants more favorable discounts or terms and
conditions than those contained in the commercial catalog,
pricelist, schedule or other documents upon which contract
award was predicated; or
(iii) Grants special discounts to the customer (or category of customers) that formed the basis of award, and the
change disturbs the price/discount relationship of the Government to the customer (or category of customers) that was the
basis of award.
(2) The Contractor shall offer the price reduction to the
Government with the same effective date, and for the same
time period, as extended to the commercial customer (or category of customers).
(d) There shall be no price reduction for sales—
(1) To commercial customers under firm, fixed-price
definite quantity contracts with specified delivery in excess of
the maximum order threshold specified in this contract;
(2) To Federal agencies;
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(3) Made to State and local government entities when
the order is placed under this contract (and the State and local
government entity is the agreed upon customer or category of
customer that is the basis of award); or
(4) Caused by an error in quotation or billing, provided
adequate documentation is furnished by the Contractor to the
Contracting Officer.
(e) The Contractor may offer the Contracting Officer a voluntary Governmentwide price reduction at any time during
the contract period.
(f) The Contractor shall notify the Contracting Officer of
any price reduction subject to this clause as soon as possible,
but not later than 15 calendar days after its effective date.
(g) The contract will be modified to reflect any price
reduction which becomes applicable in accordance with this
clause.
(End of clause)
Alternate I (May 2003). As prescribed in 538.273(b)(2)
substitute the following paragraph (c)(2) for paragraph (c)(2)
of the basic clause, and substitute the following
paragraph (d)(2) for paragraph (d)(2) of the basic clause.
(c)(2) he Contractor shall offer the price reduction to the
eligible ordering activities with the same effective date, and
for the same time period, as extended to the commercial customer (or category of customers).
(d)(2) To eligible ordering activities under this contract; or
552.238-76 Definition (Federal Supply Schedules)—
Recovery Purchasing.
As prescribed in 538.7104(a), insert the following clause:
DEFINITION (FEDERAL SUPPLY SCHEDULES)—RECOVERY
PURCHASING (FEB 2007)
Ordering activity (also called “ordering agency” and
“ordering office”) means an eligible ordering activity (see
(552.238-78, Alternate I) authorized to place orders under
Federal Supply Schedule contracts.
(End of clause)
552.238-77 Definition (Federal Supply Schedules).
As prescribed in 538.7004(a), insert the following clause:
DEFINITION (FEDERAL SUPPLY SCHEDULES) (MAY 2003)
Ordering activity (also called “ordering agency” and
“ordering office”) means an eligible ordering activity (see
552.238-78) authorized to place orders under Federal Supply
Schedule contracts.
(End of clause)
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552.238-78 Scope of Contract (Eligible Ordering
Activities).
As prescribed in 538.7004(b) insert the following clause:
SCOPE OF CONTRACT (ELIGIBLE ORDERING ACTIVITIES)
(SEP 2008)
(a) This solicitation is issued to establish contracts which
may be used on a nonmandatory basis by the agencies and
activities named below, as a source of supply for the supplies
or services described herein, for domestic and/or overseas
delivery. For Special Item Number 132-53, Wireless Services
ONLY, limited geographic coverage (consistent with the Offeror's commercial practice) may be proposed.
(1) Executive agencies (as defined in FAR Subpart 2.1)
including nonappropriated fund activities as prescribed in
41 CFR 101-26.000;
(2) Government contractors authorized in writing by a
Federal agency pursuant to FAR 51.1;
(3) Mixed ownership Government corporations (as
defined in the Government Corporation Control Act);
(4) Federal Agencies, including establishments in the
legislative or judicial branch of government (except the Senate, the House of Representatives and the Architect of the
Capitol and any activities under the direction of the Architect
of the Capitol).
(5) The District of Columbia;
(6) Tribal governments when authorized under
25 USC 450j(k);
(7) Qualified Nonprofit Agencies as authorized under
40 USC 502(b); and
(8) Organizations, other than those identified in
paragraph (d) of this clause, authorized by GSA pursuant to
statute or regulation to use GSA as a source of supply.
(b) Definitions. Domestic delivery is delivery within the
48 contiguous states, Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, Washington, DC, and U.S. territories. Domestic delivery also includes
a port or consolidation point, within the aforementioned
areas, for orders received from overseas activities.
Overseas delivery is delivery to points outside of the 48
contiguous states, Washington, DC, Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto
Rico, and U.S. territories.
(c) Offerors are requested to check one of the following
boxes:
❏ Contractor will provide domestic and overseas delivery.
❏ Contractor will provide overseas delivery only.
❏ Contractor will provide domestic delivery only.
(d) The following activities may place orders against
Schedule 70 contracts, and Consolidated Schedule contracts
containing information technology Special Item Numbers,
and Schedule 84 contracts, on an optional basis; PROVIDED,
the Contractor accepts order(s) from such activities: State and
local government, includes any state, local, regional or tribal
government or any instrumentality thereof (including any
local educational agency or institution of higher learning).
(e) Articles or services may be ordered from time to time
in such quantities as may be needed to fill any requirement,
subject to the Order Limitations thresholds which will be
specified in resultant contracts. Overseas activities may place
orders directly with schedule contractors for delivery to
CONUS port or consolidation point.
(Change 57)
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(f) (1) The Contractor is obligated to accept orders
received from activities within the Executive branch of the
Federal Government.
(2) The Contractor is not obligated to accept orders
received from activities outside the Executive branch; however, the Contractor is encouraged to accept such orders. If
the Contractor elects to accept such orders, all provisions of
the contract shall apply, including clause 552.232-79, Payment by Credit Card. If the Contractor is unwilling to accept
such orders, and the proposed method of payment is not
through the Credit Card, the Contractor shall return the order
by mail or other means of delivery within 5 workdays from
receipt. If the Contractor is unwilling to accept such orders,
and the proposed method of payment is through the Credit
Card, the Contractor must so advise the ordering activity
within 24 hours of receipt of order. (Reference clause
552.232-79, Payment by Credit Card.) Failure to return an
order or advise the ordering activity within the time frames of
this paragraph shall constitute acceptance whereupon all provisions of the contract shall apply.
(g) The Government is obligated to purchase under each
resultant contract a guaranteed minimum of $2,500 (two thousand, five hundred dollars) during the contract term.
(End of clause)
Alternate I (FEB 2007). As prescribed in 538.7104(b), substitute the following paragraphs (a) and (d) for paragraphs (a)
and (d) of the basic clause:
(a) This solicitation is issued to establish contracts which
may be used on a nonmandatory basis by the agencies and
activities named below, as a source of supply for the supplies
or services described herein, for domestic delivery.
(1) Executive agencies (as defined in Federal Acquisition Regulation Subpart 2.1) including nonappropriated fund
activities as prescribed in 41 CFR 101-26.000;
(2) Government contractors authorized in writing by a
Federal agency pursuant to Federal Acquisition Regulation
Subpart 51.1;
(3) Mixed ownership Government corporations (as
defined in the Government Corporation Control Act);
(4) Federal Agencies, including establishments in the
legislative or judicial branch of government (except the Senate, the House of Representatives and the Architect of the
Capitol and any activities under the direction of the Architect
of the Capitol);
(5) The District of Columbia;
(6) Tribal governments when authorized under 25
U.S.C. 450j(k);
(7) Qualified Nonprofit Agencies as authorized under
40 U.S.C. 502(b); and
(8) Organizations, other than those identified in paragraph (d) of this clause, authorized by GSA pursuant to statute
or regulation to use GSA as a source of supply.
(d) The following activities may place orders against Federal Supply Schedules for products and services determined
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by the Secretary of Homeland Security to facilitate recovery
from major disasters, terrorism, or nuclear, biological, chemical, or radiological attack, on an optional basis; PROVIDED,
the Contractor accepts order(s) from such activities: State and
local government entities, includes any state, local, regional
or tribal government or any instrumentality thereof (including
any local educational agency or institution of higher learning).
“State and local government entities”, means the states of
the United States, counties, municipalities, cities, towns,
townships, tribal governments, public authorities (including
public or Indian housing agencies under the United States
Housing Act of 1937), school districts, colleges and other
institutions of higher education, council of governments
(incorporated or not), regional or interstate government entities, or any agency or instrumentality of the preceding entities
(including any local educational agency or institution of
higher education), and including legislative and judicial
departments. The term does not include contractors of, or
grantees of, State or local governments.
(1) “Local educational agency” has the meaning given that
term in section 8013 of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 (20 U.S.C. 7713).
(2) “Institution of higher education” has the meaning
given that term in section 101(a) of the Higher Education Act
of 1965 (20 U.S.C. 1001(a)).
(3) “Tribal government” means—
(i) The governing body of any Indian tribe, band,
nation, or other organized group or community located in the
continental United States (excluding the State of Alaska) that
is recognized as eligible for the special programs and services
provided by the United States to Indians because of their status as Indians; and
(ii) Any Alaska Native regional or village corporation established pursuant to the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act (43 U.S.C. 1601 et seq.).
552.238-79 Use of Federal Supply Schedule Contracts by
Certain Entities—Cooperative Purchasing.
As prescribed in 538.7004(c), insert the following clause:
USE OF FEDERAL SUPPLY SCHEDULE CONTRACTS BY
CERTAIN ENTITIES—COOPERATIVE PURCHASING
(MAY 2004)
(a) If an entity identified in paragraph (d) of the clause at
552.238-78, Scope of Contract (Eligible Ordering Activities),
elects to place an order under this contract, the entity agrees
that the order shall be subject to the following conditions:
(1) When the Contractor accepts an order from such an
entity, a separate contract is formed which incorporates by
reference all the terms and conditions of the Schedule contract
except the Disputes clause, the patent indemnity clause, and
the portion of the Commercial Item Contract Terms and Conditions that specifies “Compliance with laws unique to Government contracts” (which applies only to contracts with
entities of the Executive branch of the U.S. Government). The
parties to this new contract which incorporates the terms and

